BOOK CLUB QUESTIONS
In Hydrant Life, the girl admits that she is doing something forbidden with her hair. And
yet, it is something fun at the same time. Have you ever experienced this phenomenon?
What was the end result of following through with that behavior? What do you think
would have happened had the police come? Have you ever had any involvement with the
police, and if so, what was the outcome? Did that involvement setup PTSD? Does it skew
your view of them in this poem?
What metaphorical descriptions does the author use when she describes the guys at the
pool hall, and why?In one of the two poems, the author switches the discussion over to a
bag. How does this switch make you feel? What was the purpose of the switch? What are
some cultural traditions in your family? Would you be embarrassed if someone else
knew about them?
In one poem, we are told that our stories have a patch on the quilt of humanity. Do you
agree or disagree? If you agree, where are you on that quilt? What is your square saying
to you? If you don’t see yourself, then what would it take in order for you to do that?If you
had to stitch together a quilt, what would you call it? What message would that convey
and why? Would other people look at your quilt and know your ancestral history?
How does it feel to be under a colored umbrella? Does the word colored offer up a good
or bad connotation in your minds? Does it bring peace or feelings of uncertainty when
you think about being under an umbrella of oppression and injustice, as opposed to
integrity, justice, and peace? Explain. Does your response signal that you still have a lot of
work to do?
What is your relationship with your body? How does that relationship affect how you see
and honor other people’s bodies? Why does the transported bodies want to know, “God
is here”?
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Have you ever had someone refer to you as being dirty? With blacks, some of the hidden
beliefs that’s been around is that they have indestructible bodies, are superhuman, dirty,
“the best DNA” for pain, etc. What are some of these beliefs that you have about your
own body? Other people’s when it comes to being dirty or some other trait?
Have you ever been forced to wear something that you didn’t want to? How did that
make you feel? Describe the emotions of the dancer in the story. How should she resolve
the fact that she has to wear tights that do not match nor enhance her skin color? Do
you feel the pain of the dancer?
How do you use Ebonics?If you don’t use Ebonics, what cultural or ethnic language do
you use? How does that language, art, and freedom coexist? What are your thoughts on
an Ebonics train?
Have you ever sat at “the black lunch table”? What did you talk about? What did the
others talk about? Describe, the emotions, facial expressions, and cultural revelations
that took place?
Do you know someone that was so proud of his or her possessions that they showed it
off to everyone that they knew in order to belong, or feel like a “big shot”? Have you ever
done this? Did it make you feel important?
Parents and grandparents make sacrifices for their kids all the time. They want them to
fit in. What are your thoughts on this? Have you or your mother ever participated in this?
How can it benefit or hurt the child?
Black women have a variety of hair textures and skin color ranges. How would thinking of
your hair as being better or worse than another black woman’s affect how you interact
with them? What about your skin color? How do we as black women perpetuate the
problem when we ignore or deny the fact that these differences are due in part to
slavery, and men having free rein with their slaves’ wives? How does this change how you
view yourself, or does it? How would acknowledging this truth change your thoughts
about your hair and skin color? What about that of other black women?
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Do you like going to the grocery store? Why or why not? When you get home, who helps
you put the groceries away? How would you feel if you had to walk up ten flights of stairs
with groceries? What emotions would that invoke? Write a poem about it.
What roots are you afraid to dig up? Why?
Did you keep secrets in your household growing up? How did it affect your family? How
does that change the trajectory of how you operate in your relationships now?
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